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VISUAL ARTS REVIEWS: MAKING HAY; AFTER IMAGE

MAKING HAY Span Galleries, 45 Flinders Lane, until November 18; AFTER IMAGE Social Documentary Photography in the 20th Century,
National Gallery of Victoria, NGV International, 180 St Kilda Road, until April 1, 2007

UNDER the witty title of Making Hay, 27 photographers were invited to interpret the landscape around a little town in south western NSW called
Hay. The exhibition at Span Galleries makes you feel as if you've visited that part of the Riverina.

Hay through their eyes is varied and curious. Two of Paul Quirk's photographs reveal the geographic distinctions. One has a view of the
Murrumbidgee, with its heroic river red gums clinging to a bank from which the waters have receded. The other shows a flat plain at dusk,
apparently infinite, interrupted only by a road sign that points to Sunset.

The melancholy of the vespertine hour is also taken up by Tim Webster, whose photograph of remote people thinning lettuce in a flat field
reminds me of the paintings of Millet. Michael Silver's windmill at dusk similarly glows in the late sun, evoking that biochemically induced mood
of rest and stimulation that you feel in the country more strongly than in the electrified city.

Silver also photographs some jackaroos on track motorbikes, which have been the standard vehicle for rounding up stock for decades. The
masculine solidarity of this pack of riders, with various blokes standing around, is curious, part fun and part intimidating. David Callow's
photograph of a boy on horse presents the young fellow defiantly growing up in the equestrian tradition of stockmen, while David Marks shows
three boys - magnificently poised and lit - on their BMX bikes at the edge of a precipice. They're on the verge of blokehood.

Many of the photographers concentrate on the people and architecture. Julie Millowick, apart from a lyrical and introspective landscape, has
produced a touching portrait of Ruby Hammond knitting at home, where the detail of the house corresponds with what you imagine of her
personality. So too with Nick Zordan's Mary Crow, beautifully illuminated and with remarkable monumentality.

The architecture of Hay invites some ironic interpretations, like Philippe Ruttens' garage, which is a graphic zone of fierce colour. A tin material
provides the backdrop for Andew Chapman's girls frolicking: hilarity in front of a humpy.

Alongside the documentary character of the work, the composited pieces of Alison Bennett stand out. She has interpreted an interior and the
outside of a shack, apparently stitching together different perspectives. At first it's disorienting, but then you realise that the photographer is
rhythmically escorting your gaze through different phases to form an organic whole that you wouldn't get with a single viewpoint. This wobbly
integrity is congruent with the subject matter: old, rickety places with an episodic slant, houses that still have a lot of heart.

Though Bennett touches on the abandonment of the land, only one photographer, Tobias Titz, acknowledges the indigenous people. The land
around Hay provided a natural meeting place between the Nari Nari and Wiradjuri. Like so much of Australia, the land is haunted by obliterated
histories.
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The exhibition is timely, as it coincides with After Image: Social Documentary Photography in the 20th Century at the NGV International. If
you're anxious that the concept behind Hay is voyeuristic - slick honkies from the city seizing regional freakishness - you can be reassured by
contemplating the warm tradition as revealed in the modest show at the NGV.

Bennett's work at Hay might be compared with Walker Evans' Bedroom from the 1930s. As at Hay, the vision looks to social consciousness:
witness Evans' Hitchhikers of 1936. The wayfarers don't look like holiday-makers but the dispossessed.

The rural underbelly of America was observed by photographers like Russell Lee, whose Scene in Agricultural Worker's Shanty Town, Oklahoma
is an intimate study of children in a tiny bathtub. There's also an example from a famous series by Dorothea Lange exploring the moods and
squalid circumstances of the rural poor, Country Store on Dirt Road, Gordontown, North Carolina.

The NGV show is not dedicated to the US and most of the pictures come from elsewhere, like South Africa in the case of David Goldblatt. His
Saturday Morning at the Hypermarket, Miss Lovely Legs, Boksburg shows a beauty-parade of girls in swimwear. The pageant evidently involves
judging the calibre of the legs. The contestants are white and the onlookers are black. It's a poignant study, almost a caricature, of racial
discrimination.

A reminder that documentary photography is
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Illustration
Caption: PHOTO: Stuart Baker's Burning Off, Cornfields, from the exhibition Making Hay.

( (c) 2006 The Age Company Limited. www.theage.com.au. Not available for re-distribution )
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